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Abstract - Hand-drafted print, sketching and hand 

modeling were the standard for building designs 

before the advent of computer aided design (CAD) 

systems. Nowadays CAD systems are better 

understood, their adoption increased until the 2D, 3D 

CAD system and the virtual reality system have 

become the norm. Their natural evolution has given 

rise to a new and more complex generation of building 

design tools known as building information modeling, 

or BIM.  

 

There is insufficient clarity about what BIM is, 

although this is improving, and there is much shared 

understanding. There is agreement that BIM is not just 

software. BIM is not just CAD, or geometric data. BIM 

is a collaboratively generated and maintained data 

rich information source for the life of the design 

process and beyond. In this paper, we present briefly 

the greatest value derived from BIM in the use and 

maintenance of buildings and the use of TRNSYS with 

BIM. 

 

Nomenclature – 

 
BIM Building Information Modeling 

CAD Computer Assisted Design 

MEP Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing 

TRNSYS Transient Simulation Program 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wikipedia defines Building Information Modeling 

(BIM) as the process of generating and managing 

building data during its life cycle using three-

dimensional, real-time, dynamic building modeling 

software to decrease wasted time and resources in 

building design and construction. This process 

produces the building information model (also 

abbreviated BIM), which encompasses building 

geometry, spatial relationships, geographic 

information, and quantities and properties of building 

components, including the life-cycle processes of 

construction and facility operation. Building 

Information Modeling  (BIM, the process) began as a 

common name for a variety of activities in object-

oriented computer-aided design (CAD) that support 

the representation of building elements in terms of 

their 3D geometric and non-geometric (functional) 

attributes and relationships[2]. 

 

II. WHAT IS BIM? 

 

BIM is an intelligent model-based process that 

provides insight to help you plan, design, construct, 

and manage buildings and infrastructure. So BIM 

goes further than traditional CAD drawings by 

providing intelligence to individual building 

components (e.g. windows, walls or chillers) as well 

as providing system- and building-wide information 

and awareness (system flows or building loads) in 

addition to simple spatial relationships.  

 

The BIM process involves participants from the entire 

project life cycle (architect, engineer, contractor, 

owner, facilities management, etc.) who all contribute 

and communicate with BIM designers, who are asked 

to provide more accurate energy modelling data.  It is 

important to not consider and think that BIM is a 

software; BIM should be considered as the process of 

creating and using digital models for design, 

construction and/or operations of building projects. 

These models combine intelligent 2D and 3D objects 

used to define a building design, along with external 

factors, such as geographic location and local 

conditions, into a virtual building database that 

provides a single, integrated source for all information 

associated with that building’s design.  

 

The “intelligence” attributed to the objects includes 

parametrically-defined graphical and non-graphical 

information, giving the architects, MEP engineers, and 

contractors the ability to represent geometric and 

functional relationships between building elements. 

This information feeds an integrated database, which 

in turn feeds all design documents and schedules for 
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the building project. When a change is made to the 

building model, all graphical views (plan, elevation, 

detail, and other construction drawings), as well as 

non-graphical views, such as the design documents 

and schedules, automatically reflect the change. 

Therefore, the main advantages of BIM are: 

 

A. Improved information flow 

Because a digital model represents a unified 

description of a building, it can significantly improve 

the flow of information in every stage of the design, 

construction, and life cycle of a building The digital 

model can be accessed by the architects, MEP 

engineers, contractors, facilities managers, and 

owners at different phases in the building life cycle to 

add, extract, or modify information in support of their 

role. A clear vision of the project is maintained to 

promote informed decisions, reduce errors, and 

improve productivity[5]. 

 

B. Better design visualization 

The ability to predict how occupants, visitors, and 

neighbors will react to and interact with a building is a 

crucial part of the design process for architects and 

engineers. However, the virtual building model 

created during the BIM process also provides an 

important benefit in helping MEP engineers optimize 

the layout of the HVAC system within the space 

constraints of the building design [2]. Whether placing 

an air handler in a mechanical room, or routing piping 

or ductwork, the ability to virtually build the HVAC 

system and visually examine it in 3D can provide 

added assurance that all components will fit when 

construction begins [3]. 

 

C. Improved cost estimating 

BIM can simplify and help provide better cost 

estimates because of the depth and precision of the 

information it provides. The relative ease with which 

material and assembly quantities can be extracted 

from the model can increase the speed and accuracy 

of estimates, providing a better gauge of the impact 

of design changes so that budget concerns can be 

dealt with proactively. 

 

D. Improved energy analysis 

Here again, BIM can simplify and improve the 

accuracy of energy analysis because the data 

required to perform such analysis is resident in the 

digital building model [4]. 

E. Reduced construction costs 

Clash detection can be used long before construction 

begins to show where parts of the design occupy the 

same space. This can reduce or eliminate the need 

for changes in the field during construction. BIM 

models can also be used to help prefabricate building 

components, such as duct or pipe runs, with 

confidence. This can save in costs associated with 

assembly and installation. 

 

F. Building history 

As a building passes through design, construction, 

and into occupancy, the digital model can serve as an 

important information library for owners and service 

contractors. For example, if a building component 

fails, the building information model can be used to 

identify its location, manufacturer, model number, 

performance specifications, and other pertinent data 

to most efficiently repair or replace that component. If 

a portion of the building is being remodeled, the 

building information model can be used to identify 

concealed components, such as piping, ductwork, 

and electrical equipment to promote informed 

decisions on the remodel design[6]. 
 

 
 

Fig .1 Bim environment 

 

 

III. TRYNSYS AND BIM 
 

TRNSYS is a complete, modular, and expansible 

simulation environment for the transient simulation of 

thermal systems including multi-zone buildings [1], 

[8]. It is used by engineers and researchers around 

the world to validate new energy concepts, from 

simple solar domestic hot water systems to the 

design and simulation of buildings and their 

equipment, including control strategies, occupant 

behavior, alternative energy systems (wind, solar, 

photovoltaic, hydrogen systems), etc. 
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One of the key factors in TRNSYS’ success over the 

last 25 years is its open, modularstructure. The 

source code of the kernel as well as the component 

models is delivered to theusers. This simplifies 

extending existing models to make them fit the user’s 

specific needs. No single computer application can 

support all of the tasks associated with building 

design and production. Interoperability depicts the 

need to pass data and knowledge between 

applications, allowing multiple types of experts and 

applications to contribute to the work at hand. 

Interoperability has traditionally relied on file -based 

exchange formats, such as DXF (Drawing eXchange 

Format, or another type of date as dwg and more) 

and IGES that exchange only geometry. In this part, 

we present how TRNSYS is used in BIM Framework. 

 

IV. STUDY CASE: DYNAMIC THERMAL 

SIMULATION OF A BUILDING 

 

The project consists of 8 buildings as shown on the 

below ground plane. 

 

 
 

The study will focus on building E. The objective is to 

analyze the thermal behaviour of the building and 

evaluate the impact of technical or architectural 

choices in order to justify the proposed solution. In this 

case, the standard building, initially defined without 

insulation on the external envelop was modified by 

taking into account the glazing surface in the building. 

 

 The simple glazing was changed to a double glazing 

layer incorporated with Argon. A dynamic thermal 

simulation with TRNSYS software was conducted. 

The simulation results are presented as output data, 

hour by hour: temperature, moisture, powers of air 

conditioning, energy consumption, and so forth, 

related to the building behaviour and its occupants. 

 

The different steps carried out in the simulation are 

the following: 

A. Step 1 

The building is obtained on a graphical format 

compatible with sketch up environment 

 
 

Fig .2 CAD Format 

 

 
 

  

 
Fig .3 Sketchup view using  TRNS3D (Open Studio) plugin 

 

B. Step 2 

Thermophysical properties are affected to the  

external envelop 

 

 
 

Once the operation has been completed the file is 

saved in an appropriate format idf. This enables to 

make the connection between Sketchup and 

TRNSYS. 
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Fig .4 Opening the idf format on simulation Studio 

 

TRNsys is loaded with features that allow making the 

link between the geometric modeling and thermal 

modeling, so it minimizes the time and the loss of the 

data; this interface returns fully under the BIM 

approach.The tool that is used to set all the 

thermophysical, properties and in this case the 

different consumption and internal inputs as a function 

of the scenarri is TRNbuild. The latter allows 

thermophysical modifications at the level of the 

envelope and its properties. 

 

 
 

Fig .5 TRNbuild environment 

 

Heat transfer calculations are made in TRNbuild and 

forwarded to the studio simulation environment in 

which the building is being updated (data). 

 

 
 

Fig .6 Managing the project on Open studio environment 
 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

After making several parametric simulations, we 

obtained the following results concerning the comfort 

temperature and energy consumption (summer 

comfort) parameters. 

 

 
 

Fig .7 Simulation results (type 65, online plotter) 
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Over a period of 20 years, the building designed by 

the project management team will allow an economy 

of exploitation of €326 529, or an average of €16 326 

/ year. Such building designed by the project 

management team will enable a saving of 82 257 

kWh of electricity / year.  

 

V.   CONCLUSION 

 

Those who have adopted BIM continue to tell us 

about the real benefits it delivers. For the design 

team, there are clear benefits of collaboration, 

visualisation, coordination and information retrieval. 

This readily translates into increased cost efficiencies 

and profitability. The use and sophistication of BIM 

will continue to grow as more of the benefits of the 

technology have  become evident. The number of 

buildings designed using the technology and the 

number of BIM users has grown dramatically over the 

past few years, and this trend is expected to 

continue. The benefits of BIM adoption depend on all 

parties being able to engage and collaborate in a 

well-informed way. In the BIM world all participants 

depend on each other to succeed. There may be a lot 

of focus on technology, but BIM is also about people 

and processes. People need to understand the 

opportunities offered by technology and make 

choices about how to use it. 
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